Directions to 370 Dwinelle Hall

Please print and bring these directions with you:

370 Dwinelle is in the classroom wing; level F/G (depending which way you access the room). There are excellent maps in the building outlining where you are in Dwinelle Hall; however, 370 Dwinelle Hall can still a bit of a challenge to find. We recommend:

- you print these instructions and bring them with you
- you enter the building at only one of these two entrances

Dwinelle Front Entrance (off of the plaza)
1. Enter Dwinelle through main doors (you will be on level D). Enter, turn right down the hallway and you will see to your left there is an elevator and to your right are the stairs. You will go up two levels.

2. Elevator: take the elevator to Level F. Step off the elevator and make a left (practically a U-Turn). You should see signage for 370 Dwinelle Hall. It is just down the hallway, past Commons Grounds coffee shop.

Stairs: it is two flights up to level F. When you reach level F, walk straight down the hallway, on the other side of the pillar, to room 370.

South Entrance (to the left of Durham Studio Theater).
1. When you enter the building, you will walk up a short staircase to the classroom hallway. Directly in front of you is an entrance to Ishi Court (just to give you a landmark). Turn left down the hallway and walk about 20 yards to the elevator.

2. Take the elevator to Level G. Room 370 is just off the elevator to the left.